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I went to Sky Tower. Sky Tower is very high. I went to the observation
table. The view was very beautiful and we would overlook New Zealand.
But I was scared of high places. There were various shops in Auckland.
After the activity, I had a very good time. I want to go to various places
and I want to enjoy New Zealand more.
Ayumi UDO
Hello. We went to Sky Tower and walked around Auckland on 27, July.
First, we went to Sky Tower. I felt very scared because Sky Tower was
very big. The top of Sky Tower’s view was very good. We could see all
of Auckland from there. Second, we walked around the Britomart
station. There were a lot of shops. I want to go to more places.
Goodbye.
Rina NAKAJIMA
I had the first Saturday Activity on 27 July. I went to Sky
Tower, and walked around the city. The view from the
tower was wonderful, and I could see the bay beautifully.
There are many shops which are in Japan in the city. It
was a nice chance to check the places to go on my
holidays. I’d like to go to the city again, and do some
shopping with my friends.
Maika NODA

Hello! I went on the first activity. It was going to the SKY
TOWER. I enjoyed that very much! Unexpectedly, I could
go to a high spot. I was a little scared, though. In this
activity we could speak Japanese freely. So I speak many
Japanese for a long time in a day. This activity was a very
good experience for me. If I can go to the SKY TOWER
again, I want to look at bungee jumping people!
Nene MAEDA

Hello, my name is Yuya. I went to Sky Tower in New Zealand today.
The Sky Tower is very tall. And we found the glass floor. I was worried if
it would break. The top floor was very scenic and I took lots of photos
with my friends. Let's go to a better place in New Zealand! And I will
learn English!
Yuya KUBOTA
Today is a very fun day. I went to Sky Tower. Auckland is very big, so
even only walking is fun. Sky Tower is very high, so I was so scared. I
walked around Auckland after the activity. Auckland has many shopping
malls. I enjoyed them. New Zealand is very cold but I ate ice cream. It
was good taste.
Hayate KURAHASHI

I went to Sky Tower on 27 July. Sky Tower is very tall, so I was scared.
But the view from Sky Tower was so beautiful. And I saw souvenirs.
Sky Tower souvenir was so great. But I had a little money, so I couldn't
buy it. I think sightseeing of the city was so fun.
Taiki SUZUKI
It was an activity day on 27th. We walk on a lot of roads and went to
Sky Tower. It was my first time. It was very tall and it was hard to see
down from the window. After that I played with my friends. It was so fun.
From next week I will work harder to learn English again.
Kotaro MATSUMURA

We went to the Sky Tower and walked
around the city. The Sky Tower isn’t taller
than the Tokyo Sky Tree. The Sky Tower is
328 meters. But the view is excellent. The
city has many constructions.
But the
buildings are very beautiful.
After the
activities l went to eat lunch with my friends.
We ate ramen noodles. After that we played
soccer. It was fun.
Taisei YAMAGUCHI

